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SHEEP COUNT FLOWERS (British & Dutch only)
By Micaela Chirif; illustrated by Amanda Mijangos
If people count sheep to fall asleep, what do sheep count? Flowers: sunflowers, roses, geraniums, 
jasmine. And did you know that sheep have neither pajamas nor pillows nor slippers; they ONLY fly 
when they’re sleeping; and some can sparkle in the dark like stars and fireflies. Or…are those children 
in sheep’s clothing? Look closer at the light-as-a-laugh paintings by award-winning artist Mijangos! 
Micaela Chirif is an award-winning Peruvian author whose picture books have won an Orilla del 
Viento award, three With Ravens, and been translated into Korean, Japanese, English, Portuguese, 
and French.
Levine/Querido * October 2021 * 40 pages * Picture Book/ages 4-7

PICTURE BOOK

RED AND GREEN AND BLUE AND WHITE (British & Dutch only)
By Lee Wind; illustrated by Paul O. Zelinsky
Isaac’s family always enjoyed a sense of happy difference in their Christian neighborhood – until 
the winter night a rock shatters Isaac’s window and knocks over their Hanukkah menorah. Is it 
safe to put the menorah back in the window? They do – and his friend Teresa tapes a drawing of 
a menorah to HER window. Soon every window in town tapes up a paper menorah in an adamant 
rejection of hate. Inspired by the true story of a community that refused to be divided thanks to a 
brave child who stood up for her friend. Lee Wind is the author of No Way, They Were Gay? and 
the YA novel Queer as a Five-Dollar Bill, Paul Zelinsky, one of the most inventive artists in 
children’s literature has won a Caldecott Medal, three Caldecott Honors, and the Carle Honor 
Award for Illustration.
Levine/Querido * October 2021 * 32 pages * Picture Book/ages 4 – 7
rights licensed: Audio/Recorded Books

THE SHAPE OF HOME (British & Dutch only)
By Rashin Kheiriyeh
An extraordinary teacher asks a classroom full of kids from all over the world: “What’s the shape of 
the place your family came from?” Japan is a seahorse, Italy is a boot, Iran is a cat. A lovely, early 
lesson in geography and that we’re all from someplace else! Kheiriyeh was born in Iran, earned an 
illustration PhD and a graphic design MFA in graphic design from Alzahra University in Tehran. She 
has published over 80 books around the world including Saffron Ice Cream, created illustrations 
for The New York Times, was named a Maurice Sendak Fellow, and won the New Horizon Award at 
the Bologna Book Fair.
Levine/Querido * August 2021 * 40 pages * Picture Book/ages 4-7
rights licensed: Audio/Recorded Books

I AM SMOKE
By Henry Herz; illustrated by Mercè López
Smoke serves both as narrator and illustration medium in this haunting picture book story of how 
smoke has helped and
sometimes hindered humankind since prehistoric times. Backmatter about the uses of smoke 
through history enhances the book for STEM learning. Herz is the author of eleven published 
science fiction/fantasy children’s books. A graduate of the Llotja Art School in Barcelona, López 
has illustrated for design, theater, and 20 children’s books for Spanish and international book 
publishers.
Tilbury House * September 2021 * 32 pages * Picture Book/ages 6 - 9



IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD
By Oscar Loubriel, Illustrated by Rogério Coelho
Our narrator is a drum that wanders the streets of a city of musical instruments feeling like an outcast 
because he alone, among all his family and neighbors, can’t play a melody. Loubriel’s story of bravery 
and identity, infused with Latin rhythm and joy, provides a fine vehicle for Coelho’s vibrant technique 
and palette. Author Loubriel is a drummer and author of two previous children’s books; Coelho has 
illustrated 100+ Brazilian books and twice won the prestigious Jabuti Prize, His wordless picture 
book Boat of Dreams (Tilbury House) received starred reviews from School Library 
Journal and Booklist and was named a Best Book for Kids 2017 by the NY Public Library.
Tilbury House * September 2021 * 32 pages * Picture Book/ages 6 – 9
rights licensed: Audio & Iconographic/Live Oak

THE FIRST BLADE OF SWEETGRASS
Story by Suzanne Greenlaw and Gabriel Frey
A modern-day Native American girl from the Wabanaki tribe is excited to accompany her grandmother 
harvest sweetgrass for basket making. She must overcome her impatience while learning to distinguish 
sweetgrass from other salt marsh grasses, but slowly the spirit and peace of her surroundings speak to 
her, and she gathers sweetgrass as her ancestors have done for centuries, leaving the first blade she 
sees to grow for future generations. This sweet, authentic story from a Maliseet mother and her 
Passamaquoddy husband includes backmatter about traditional basket-making and a Wabanaki glossary.
Tilbury House * August 2021 * 32 pages * Picture Book/Ages 5-9
rights licensed: School Library Club/JLG

MY MONSTER MOOFY
By Annie Watson; illustrated by Eric Zelz
A picture book story about a little monster who oozes personality. The first pages leave us guessing, but 
kids will soon figure out, to their delight, that Moofy’s a cat! Watson is a Professor of Education at 
Northern Arizona University and the author of Tilbury’s Is 2 A Lot? Zelz illustrated Tilbury’s Read This Book 
If You Don’t Want A Story.
Tilbury House * June 2021 * 32 pages * Picture Book/Ages 6-8

LUNA FINDS LOVE EVERYWHERE
By Shainna Ali
In one ordinary day Luna realizes how much love there is to appreciate around her and within her. She 
learns kindness, sharing, and even what to do when things don’t go her way. Simple prompts and activities 
scattered throughout the story help children explore and incorporate the concept of self-love into their 
own lives. Dr. Ali is a mental health counselor, educator, and advocate who has been featured in outlets 
such as ABC, NBC, Yahoo, Bustle, NPR, The Washington Post, and The Insider
Ulysses Press * August 2021 * 32 pages * Picture Book/ages 4-7
Also available from Ulysses Press by Shainna Ali:
SELF-LOVE WORKBOOK - rights licensed: Russian/MIF
SELF-LOVE WORKBOOK FOR TEENS



Entrepreneur Kids: ALL ABOUT SOCIAL MEDIA
Today’s kids are tech-smart, media-savvy, and goal-oriented. This a fun, interactive book filled with 
quick lessons, tips, stories, and activities to help upper elementary and middle-grade students learn 
basic concepts of social media safety, use, and design.
Entrepreneur Press * September 2021 * 60 pages * ages 8 - 12

MIDDLE GRADE

NEVERFORGOTTEN (British & Dutch only)
By Alejandra Algorta; illustrated by Iván Rickenmann; translated by Aida Salazar
Fabio flies through the streets of Bogotá on his bicycle like the Pied Piper with the children of his 
neighborhood trailing behind him. Life feels right when the world of adults and their lies fades away. 
But one day, he simply forgets how to ride his bicycle and Fabio will never be the same again. From 
Colombia comes Alejandra Algorta’s first novel of discovery and heartbreak, translated by award-
winning author Aida Salazar, presented in a combined English/Spanish edition.
Levine/Querido * August 2021 * 288 pages * Middle Grade Fiction/ages 8 - 12

Entrepreneur Kids: LET’S WORK TOGETHER
The focus is on inclusion, diversity, and getting along with others: working together at school; working 
together within a family (sharing, teamwork), and working together with other like-minded kid 
entrepreneur partners.
Entrepreneur Press * December 2021 * 60 pages * ages 8 - 12

MIGHTY INSIDE (British & Dutch only)
By Sundee T. Frazier
In 1955 Melvin Robinson is one of two black boys starting high school in Spokane, Washington – sure 
that the worst kind of racism is limited to the South. Set at a time between Mildred Taylor’s The Gold 
Cadillac and Christopher Paul Curtis’s The Watsons Go To Birmingham, the cloud of racism advances 
with the inevitably of a storm toward Melvin, who will soon need to be as mighty on the outside as he 
is on the inside. Based on the author’s own experience integration experience and indelible memories 
of a proud, tight-knit, African-American community. Frazier is the ALA Coretta Scott King/John Steptoe 
New Talent award-winning author of Brendan Buckley's Universe and Everything in It, Brendan 
Buckley’s Sixth-Grade Experiment, The Other Half of My Heart, and the Cleo Edison Oliver series.
Levine/Querido* September 2021 * 288 pages * Middle Grade Fiction/ages 8 - 12
rights licensed: Audio/Recorded Books

The LAST CUENTISTA (Dutch only)
By Donna Barba Higuera
Earth has been destroyed by a comet, and just a handful have been chosen for a long journey to a new 
planet to carry on the human race. Petra awakens to discover that she is the only person who 
remembers Earth. In order to erase the sins of humanity’s past, A sinister Collective has systematically 
purged the memories of all the travelers; Petra alone now carries the stories of our past, and with 
them any hope for our future. PNBA Book Award and Pura Belpré Honor-winning author (for Lupe 
Wong Won’t Dance) Donna Barba Higuera presents us with a brilliant journey through the stars, to the 
very heart of what makes us human.
Levine/Querido * August 2021 * 336 pages * Middle Grade Fiction/ages 8 – 12
rights licensed: Audio/Recorded Books
Also available from Levine Querido by Donna Barba Higuera:
LUPE WONG WONT DANCE and LUPE WONG NO BAILA rights licensed: Audio/Dreamscape, Library 
Book Club/JLG, School Book Club & Fair/Scholastic



I’LL KEEP YOU CLOSE
By Jeska Verstegen
A true story of navigating generational trauma as a child, this is a story about what comes after 
disaster: how survivors move forward, what they bring with them when they do, and the promise of 
beginning again while always keeping the past close. An author and illustrator living in 
Amsterdam, Verstegen is a descendant of Emanuel Querido, the revolutionary Jewish-Dutch publisher 
who was captured and killed by the Nazis in World War II. Jeska began her career in 1990 as an 
illustrator for magazines and children's books. This her debut novel, based on the true story of her 
own family history.
Levine Querido * October 2021 * 176 pages * Middle Grade Fiction * ages 8 – 12
rights licensed: Audio/Recorded Books

INTRODUCTION TO NORSE MYTHOLOGY FOR KIDS: A Fun Collection of the Greatest Heroes, 
Monsters, and Gods in Norse Myth
By Peter Aperlo
Immerse yourself in the dangerous, fascinating, and awesome world of Norse heroes, monsters, 
gods, and goddesses, from Thor and Loki to Odin, Frey, and many more! More than just a collection 
of god and goddess legend, this is the perfect collection of Nordic and Viking trivia for kids who love to 
learn about history and for fans of Marvel movies.
Ulysses Press/Bloom Books for Young Readers * May 2021 * 256 pages * ages 10-up

101 UNOFFICIAL ROBLOX STORY STARTS: Get Kids Writing with fun and Imaginative Video Game-
Inspired Prompts
By Sara Coleman
Roblox is a safe and positive global online play platform that brings kids together through play and has 
surpassed 100 million monthly active users. – and more than 20 million games a year produced by 
kids! Kids will enjoy hours of screenless activity time thanks to the hilarious and fascinating story 
prompts based on the most popular Roblox games -- plus, they'll be able to keep up their writing skills 
and prevent summer (and pandemic) learning loss in a way that's fun and creative.
Ulysses Press /Bloom Books for Young Readers * April 2021 * 128 pages * Middle Grade/ages 8 - 11

INTRODUCTION TO GREEK MYTHOLOGY FOR KIDS: A Fun Collection of the Best Heroes, Monsters, 
and Gods in Greek Myth
By Richard Marcus & Natalie Buczynsky
Discover the exciting and fascinating world of Greek and Roman gods, goddesses, monsters, and 
heroes, from Zeus and Athena to Hercules, Medusa, and more! All crafted in a fun, kid-friendly 
manner, perfect for children interested in history or for fans of the Percy Jackson series.
Ulysses Press/Bloom Books for Young Readers * May 2021 * 200 pages * ages 10-up



OKSI (British only)
By Mari Ahokoivu; translated by Silja-Maaria Aronpuro
From the heart of Finnish folklore comes a breathtaking tale of mothers, daughters, stars and legends, 
the old gods and the new. Now been translated into English for pride of place as the first graphic 
novel on the Levine Querido list.Ahokoivu is an illustrator and comics artist from Finland. Her magnum 
opus, OKSI, was hailed as “beautiful, clever, funny, vibrant, and full of magic” by the biggest 
newspaper in her home country, shortlisted for the Jarkko Laine Award.
Levine/Querido * September 2021 * 400 pages * Young Adult Graphic Novel/ages 12 -18

YOUNG ADULTS

APPLE: Skin to the Core
By Eric Gansworth
Printz Honor Winner ★ National Book Award Longlist ★ Earphones Award ★ “Timely and important.” 
Booklist, star ★ “Searing yet dryly funny.” The Bulletin, star ★ “Exceptional.” Shelf-Awareness, 
star ★ "Captivating." School Library Journal, star
"Apple" is a slur in Native communities for someone supposedly "red on the outside, white on the 
inside." Gansworth’s uniquely written novel-in-verse is set to the pacing of Beatles songs; it’s a 
powerful and profoundly raw memoir about growing up in the Native community -- compelling read 
for adults of all ages. Gansworth is one of the most cutting edge YA authors writing today, and one of 
the most important Native voices in all of literature. LQ has two more Young Adult books signed with 
Gansworth, both straight prose – no poetry. The first is a ground-breaking, coming-of-age story about 
a kid growing up on the reservation and his relationships with his great-uncle who is the last traditional 
medicine man on the rez, his mother, his friends, and most especially, the white man who once dated 
his mother. A true, classic bildungsroman in all the best senses.
Levine Querido * available now ( October 2020) * 352 pages * YA/ages 12-18
rights licensed: Audio/Dreamscape, Library Book Club/JLG, School Book Club & Fair/Scholastic; Large 
Print/Thorndike

A SNAKE FALLS TO EARTH (British & Dutch only)
By Darcie Little Badger
Darcie Little Badger introduced herself to the world with Elatsoe -- a National Indie Bestseller, named 
to over a dozen best-of-year lists,
and designated one of the Best 100 Fantasy Novels of All Time by TIME. Drawing again on her tribe’s 
traditional Lipan Apache storytelling structure she weaves an utterly unforgettable tale in which our 
world and its mirror spirit world intertwine.
Levine/Querido *October 2021 * 384 pages * YA/ages 12-18
rights licensed: Audio/Recorded Books
Also available from Levine Querido by Darcie Little Badger:
ELATSOE TIME’s Best 100 Fantasy Books of All Time ★ An NPR Best Book of 2020 ★Booklist’s Top 10 
First Novels for Youth ★ A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2020 ★ A Kirkus Best YA Book of 
2020 ★ “Groundbreaking.”-TIME rights licensed: Audio/Dreamscape; Book Club/Scholastic; Library 
Subscription/JLG



FREEDOM! THE STORY OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY (British & Dutch only)
By Jetta Grace Martin, Joshua Bloom, and Waldo E. Martin Jr.
This story of the Panthers for younger readers is meticulously researched, thrillingly told, and filled 
with incredible photographs throughout. The Black Panther Party used the power of knowledge to 
launch a revolution. This is the story of Huey and Bobby. Eldridge and Kathleen. Elaine and Erika. The 
committed party members; their supporters and allies; the Free Breakfast Program; the Ten Point 
Program; Black nationalism; Black radicalism; Black people in America. From the authors of the 
acclaimed American Book Award winner Black Against Empire: The History and Politics of the Black 
Panther Party.
Levine/Querido * September 2021 * 384 Pages * YA Nonfiction/ages 12-18
rights licensed: Audio/Recorded Books


